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Abstract
The use of molecular model in education has demonstrated its importance
due to its positive impact on the teaching and learning process. It is obvious
that hand-made tools have considerable importance in science education. This
study suggests for employing three-dimensional molecular model in teaching and appraising chemistry skills and knowledge in high schools and universities. This paper presents three molecular models for unit cells of cubic
system.
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1. Introduction
High school and chemistry students are educated many concepts that need the
engagement of spatial abilities. The purpose of learning is not just for chemical
literacy but for the understanding and usage of scientific knowledge and skills
for sustainable expansion of science of the student (Dawson & Venville, 2010).
Students find this to be a challenging duty, and when considering that these
skills are heavily relied upon in high school and university both in general and
inorganic chemistry, it may well be one of the most considerable conceptual
problems for germinating chemistry teachers to overcome. As such, mastering
these skills will permit students a firm foundation upon which to make higher
level skills.
On the other hand, there is ample evidence that learning is enhanced through
active experiences. This is especially true when spatial concepts are involved that
are difficult to visualize and understand abstractly, even with the help of simulations and virtual models (Tatli & Ayas, 2013; Shah & Khan, 2015; Alsuitanny,
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Nouby, & Al-Enazi, 2014; Moraru, Stoica, & Popescu, 2011). A study of knowledge retention showed that little knowledge is maintained when only abstract
conceptualization is involved, but a lot of knowledge is retained when the concrete experience is involved (Stice, 1987).
In fact, a serious problem is related to the lack of the use of the inquiry approaches in science lessons (Snyder & Sullivan, 1995; Klymkowsky & Garvin-Doxas, 2008; Larkin, 2012; Özmen, 2004; Thompson & Logue, 2006; Andelkovic, Andelkovic, & Nikolic, 2015). Science teachers should emphasize methods
for providing students with opportunities to do science, in addition to learning
the facts and concepts of science (Okorie & Agah, 2014; Martin-Blas & Serrano-Fernandez, 2009). Therefore, activities supporting scientific curricular goals
should be planned and implemented to promote student-centred, inquiry-based
learning.
Many educators recognize the importance of hands-on models (Dean, Ewan,
& Mclndoe, 2016; Isman, Yaratan, & Caner, 2007) and have designed and constructed physical demonstration models for teaching. In many universities and
schools, one can often see many teaching molecular models for teaching chemistry. For example, since there is no direct relation between the formula of a compound and the shape of its molecules, the shapes of many molecules can be forecasted from their Lewis structures, however, with a model expanded about many
years ago, known as the (VSEPR) valence-shell electron-pair repulsion theory.
Many types of models have been used to help visualize the shapes foretold by
VSEPR theory. However, many of these instances do not focus on crystal systems in inorganic chemistry. Therefore, in continuation of our recent works
(Keshavarz, Alizadeh, & Alizadeh, 2017; Keshavarz & Malekzade, 2015; Keshavarz & Zare, 2017), in this study placing hand-made three-dimensional molecular model within the context of chemistry content, makes inorganic chemistry
more available, and sets the phase for the expansion of students’ understandings
of the relationship between invisible particles and science learning.
Our workhouse newly has constructed three-dimensional plastic model of
unit cells of cubic system to teach chemistry students about molecular shape and
geometry in inorganic chemistry.

2. Description of the Original Model
Inorganic chemistry is a subject with often considered difficult and boring because the subject is related to phenomena that are unobservable, for example,
students cannot see atomic structure. Understanding the relationship between a
two-dimensional representation and the corresponding three-dimensional thing
is an acute concept in chemistry. For example, structural features of solids in
general and inorganic chemistry, often educated in chemistry courses needs students to have the capability to take a two-dimensional delegation on the page
and transform it into a three-dimensional thing in their minds.
One part of solids is crystalline solids that have defined shapes because their
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particles occur in an orderly arrangement. The particles in a crystal are packed
tightly in an orderly, three-dimensional array. There are seven crystal systems
and 14 types of unit cells that occur in nature. Unit cells result from the ways
atoms pack together. The first and simplest crystal system is cubic system. The
cubic systems are three types of cubic unit cells. In the primitive cubic unit cell,
the centers of eight identical particles define the corners of a cube (Figure 1(a)).
On the other hand, in the body centered cubic unit cell, identical particles lie at
each corner and in the center of the cube. Each particle is surrounded by eight
nearest neighbors, four above and four below (Figure 1(b)). In the face centered
cubic unit cell (Figure 1(c)), identical particles lie at each corner and in the center of each face but not in the center of the cube.
Our experience of teaching according to the original model makes learning
crystalline solids enjoyable by employing innovative hand-made model (Figure 2).
The resulting hand-made shapes were designed and pieces combine into the
corresponding crystal shape. In fact, we observed in our teaching practice that
the best results were achieved when the user drew the circles for the atoms first,
then joined them together by drawing in the bonds, a process that not only
makes them more visually pleasing, but also adds a factor of strength to the
model. The student would then hold the pieces in place and fix them together.
For example, to produce a primitive cubic model, students would take eight balls
and then join them together and fix them into place using plastic rod. The result
is beautiful, colored 3D models of the cubic systems (Figure 3).
These models have the potential to change learning problem from abstract to
real to make it easier to understand.

Figure 1. Unit cells of cubic system, http://www.physics-in-a-nutshell.com.

Figure 2. Hand-made molecular models for unit cells of cubic system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. (a) Hand-Made primitive cubic unit cell; (b) Hand-Made body centered cubic unit cell; (c) Hand-Made
face centered cubic unit cell.

3. Conclusion
It can be said that the teaching science has been traditional, but hand-on developments have affected chemistry education. The application of hand-made 3D
molecular model has the potential to provide a fresh and unique way for students to learn about solid shapes. Not only could this to be a fun and engage
learning exercise for students, but the students could also keep their models afterward as the raw material, plastic, is inexpensive. We envisage that this would
result in students being likely to share their experience with friends and family,
potentially promoting a more positive attitude toward learning crystal systems.
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